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SUPPLY BILL 2001 
Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MR McNEE (Moore) [3.48 pm]:  Prior to the adjournment of the debate on this matter earlier I said that finding 
answers to the salinity issue were not easy.  In fact, there is evidence that salinity predated settlement.  It is a 
highly emotive subject.  The solution to the problem is not as simple as stopping land clearing, as some people 
would have us believe.  That will not solve the problem.  It might be a help but I will go into that question in 
more detail at some time in the future because it is an important one and raises other questions such as 
compensation issues.  That is why people who express that view, without any consideration of what they are 
doing to people’s lives, need to take a close check of what they have been saying.  A number of homemade or 
relatively simple solutions have been presented over the years.  Things like Whittington banks have been 
presented as the solution to salinity - at one stage if we did not support those, we were almost considered 
heretics - and perhaps they did some good.  However, there is no panacea to solve the problem completely.  
Deep drains were also put forward as a solution and I think they worked too, in some areas.  Millions of trees 
were planted throughout the agricultural areas in an effort to control salinity.  The problem is of course that none 
of us really knows whether we have planted the trees in the right place, because apparently there is a correct 
place to plant the trees.  Pumping water and putting it into settling or evaporation ponds was also proposed as a 
solution.  Does it not strike one as passing strange that I know of wells that have been left unused and then later 
re-equipped and the watertable, has reduced after 10 or 15 years of use, which could be significant?  I know of 
others that have been left to run into disrepair and the watertable has risen.  Advice must be sought from 
scientists.  It is easy to make an observation, but to understand why things happen is a different matter.  As a 
layman, what I think might be incorrect.  We must be informed about those types of things.   

Some years ago, along with others, I looked at a system which I called an X-ray of the land.  An aircraft would 
fly over the land and bring back pictures of what happens under the surface; we must do that.  That scheme was 
promoted; however, it would have cost a lot of money.  Although it was recognised that it would have been a 
worthwhile project, its cost put off the landowners.  However, time has moved on.  I suggest that members who 
are interested in the issue of salinity read a booklet called Arresting Salinity: the scientific breakthrough.  The 
booklet is the result of work conducted by organisations including the Bureau of Rural Sciences, the 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation and the Australian Geological Survey 
Organisation.  They are credible organisations with credible scientists.  Australia has some of the best scientists 
in the world, and they must be used.  Technology has improved since those days.  Scientists can now give 
accurate descriptions of what is happening at various depths below the earth.  That is important if we are to beat 
this problem.  The federal Government is behind the project.  I recommend that members get hold of that booklet 
and assess it.   

Since the lunchbreak, the House has heard from members opposite about all the things the previous Government 
did wrong.  The previous Government introduced the rural towns program - an excellent program.  Members 
opposite can only nitpick about what the previous Government did wrong.  They have spent forever criticising 
the belltower, and they wonder why nobody goes to it.  It is like blaming old Bluey the sheepdog and telling 
everybody that he is a mongrel: soon everybody will think he is a mongrel.  Members opposite should be 
ashamed.   

They did not spend their time stuffing around during the election, because the Premier vowed that he would 
allocate an additional $10 million to salinity control, yet he will not put one red cent into the project.  He wants 
to take the money the Court Government spent on salinity and pretend that it is his money, and he is asking the 
federal Government to accept that.  I have never heard such arrant nonsense.  

Mr McRae:  That is not true.  

Mr McNEE:  If the member for Riverton wants to make his own speech in a few minutes, he can.  It is true.  A 
report in the newspaper states that the Premier vowed that he would allocate an additional $10 million for 
salinity control.  He has not yet contributed one red cent.  This Government has the temerity to talk about the 
former Government.  What a disgusting bunch they are!   

This program is worthy of support.  The State Government should look at it very closely.  All the emotive 
claptrap of those opposite and some of their fellow travellers will not do anything to correct one hectare of 
salinity.  It is a huge problem, but it can be overcome.  I notice that in recent times one of the newspapers 
referred to the bad clearing practices of the past.  That statement is nonsense because the land was cleared in 
those days according to the practices of the day using the technology of the day.  For members of the 
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Government to say that it was indiscriminate is rubbish.  It shows that they do not know what they are talking 
about.  It has been that way and it goes back almost to before settlement; it is a huge problem.   

MR WHITELY (Roleystone) [3.55 pm]:  I will discuss an issue I have already discussed in my maiden speech 
that has implications for the health, education and disability services budget.  More importantly, it has 
implications for the health and happiness of thousands of Australian children.  I refer to the prescription of 
amphetamines for treatment of attention deficit disorder.   

My maiden speech generated some debate and publicity in last week’s The West Australian.  A couple of articles 
fairly reflected the two schools of thought in the debate.  I ascribe to the view that ADD is often misdiagnosed 
and drugs, particularly amphetamines, are overprescribed for its treatment.  The other side believes that ADD is 
underdiagnosed and the drugs are underprescribed.  The debate is not about whether ADD is real, although some 
people are sceptical about the condition.  I do not pretend to have any expertise in the area of mental health, 
therefore I will stay clear of that debate.   

I have met psychiatrists, however, who believe that ADD is overprescribed but who still prescribe amphetamines 
for the treatment of ADD.  I have confidence in the practices of those psychiatrists and paediatricians.  The 
debate is not about whether ADD is real or whether amphetamines should be used for its treatment; the debate is 
about the number of children who should be put on dexamphetamines or Ritalin.   

The articles in The West Australian gave a good overview of the issue.  I quote from one that highlighted the 
other side of the debate.  I highlight the comments of Doctor Ken Whiting, a West Perth paediatrician who 
specialises in treating children with attention and learning problems.  In the article Dr Whiting states -  

. . . a recent Federal Government report had put the number of Australian children with ADHD at 11 per 
cent, but the more widely accepted estimate was 5 per cent to 7 per cent.   

Yet, only about 4 per cent of children were given drugs to treat the condition.   

I refuse to accept that 11 per cent, seven per cent, five per cent or four per cent of Australian children should be 
on speed.  I find that totally unacceptable.   

It is implied in Dr Whiting’s statements in which he said that only about four per cent of children were given 
drugs for treatment that drugs are the only option for the treatment of ADD.  The symptoms of ADD are 
behavioural.  I would like to see the behavioural condition treated in the first instance with behavioural solutions.  
I would like drugs to be used only as a last resort.   

Dr Whiting also stated that four per cent are underdiagnosed and underprescribed.  However, the 1996 report of 
the ADHD technical working party identified misdiagnosis in overprescription when the rates of prescription for 
boys was estimated at only 1.6 per cent and for girls 0.15 per cent.  Rates of prescription have quadrupled since 
overprescription was recognised as a problem, yet this paediatrician argue that ADD is underdiagnosed and that 
drugs are underprescribed.   

I turn now to the claim in a recent federal Government report that 11 per cent of Australian children have ADD.  
If that figure is said casually, it does not sound like many; however, 11 per cent is one in nine Australian 
children.  If we accept that report, one in nine Australian children have ADD and presumably should be on 
medication.  It is widely accepted that attention deficit disorder is far more prevalent in boys than in girls.  Most 
people would accept that a ratio of one to three is the approximate rate of the condition.  That means that one in 
six boys and one in 18 girls have ADD.  Those figures give members some idea of the scope of the problem and 
of the potential for this rampant problem to grow.  It is a problem of which members must be aware and with 
which this Parliament must deal.  To put a human face on the situation, I coach an under-10 soccer team, which 
has 12 players - 11 boys and one girl.  If the statistical average was taken, two of those children should have 
ADD and should presumably be prescribed ADD medication.  I know those kids; they are average kids who 
come from average families with average problems.  Frankly, if they are the average - and I believe they 
represent the average Western Australian child - I refuse to accept that two of those kids should be taking 
amphetamines to modify their behaviour.   

Dr Whiting was also quoted as saying - 

I’d like to see more money go into the (Federal Government) stimulants committee so that we can get a 
true picture of what is really happening. 

I agree with Dr Whiting, to a degree.  To a certain extent, he got it right.  I would like more resources dedicated 
to getting a true picture of what is going on and I would like it done on a case-by-case basis.  Case-by-case 
sounds a bit cold - I am really talking about a child-by-child basis.  I would like a review of ADD prescriptions 
on that basis.   
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This can be done in three ways.  My preferred option is that of a multipractitioner approach to the condition, in 
which every child with attention problems is observed by a number of mental health experts over an extended 
period before any diagnosis or prescription is allowed.  If kids are diagnosed with ADD, behavioural solutions 
should be tried before they are given drugs.  That is my preferred option and it is probably the most expensive 
because it involves a number of physicians, the use of alternative therapies and a high degree of monitoring.  I 
understand that it is an expensive option.   

My second preferred option would be the removal of the capacity to prescribe drugs en bloc.  Paediatricians who 
often prescribe dexamphetamine for the treatment of ADD have what is known as en bloc authorisation, which 
allows them to basically prescribe at will.  They are seldom held accountable for those prescriptions.  I would 
prefer that each time a physician sought to prescribe ADD medication to a child, he had to go through a rigorous 
process to justify the circumstances that require the prescription of those drugs to that child.  I would like en bloc 
authorisation removed to make every paediatrician accountable for every prescription of drugs to every child. 

Failing that, I would like a recommendation of the 1996 report I referred to earlier to be implemented.  That 
report argued the case for audits of en bloc prescription practices.  It reported that a key recommendation was - 

That the Stimulants Committee of the Health Department be authorised to carry out random audits into 
the use of block authorisations; and that paediatricians and psychiatrists found to be failing to abide to 
the appropriate criteria have their block authorisation capacity removed. 

That is an acceptable option; it is the third of my preferred options and possibly the cheapest of the three.  
Nonetheless, it involves the provision of significant resources for the monitoring of the prescribing patterns of 
paediatricians and psychiatrists.   

All these options have resource implications, but these resources would be well spent.  It would provide 
confidence that only those kids who really need medication are prescribed amphetamines.  This is an issue to 
which this Parliament should urgently attend.  I appreciate the statements of support I have received from both 
sides of the House.  It is an issue that affects the health and welfare of Western Australian children, which is 
something that is way above politics.  I appreciate the support for the views that I have expressed. 

MRS HODSON-THOMAS (Carine) [4.04 pm]:  I will raise a number of issues that relate to my responsibility 
as opposition spokesperson on tourism and metropolitan transport.  I first place on record that I attended the 
2001 Western Australian Tourism Awards last Friday evening with the Minister for State Development.  It was a 
great privilege to hear from the winners and I congratulate them on their success.  I should not need to tell 
members in this place that tourism is critical to the Western Australian economy.  However, I am alarmed that 
the industry is fearful of the Labor Government’s intentions.  I mentioned that today in question time.  Given the 
Labor Government’s cost-cutting measures, it was disturbing to read in The West Australian on Saturday, in a 
report by Geoffrey Thomas, that - 

The WA tourism industry is under pressure from budget cuts and suffering a lack of direction as the 
new Labor Government focuses on cutbacks and rationalisation. 
WA spends less promoting tourism than most other States, which is hobbling development, according 
to industry leaders such as Tourism Council WA president Laurie O’Meara. 
“It is true the industry has lost momentum in the past five months and there is a $1.9 million budget cut 
forecast for the WA Tourism Commission’s budget of $31 million,” he said. 

Mr O’Meara went on to say that he also feared rationalisation of the WATC. 

“We understand that it may be absorbed into a new super department and it will lose support, identity 
and profile,” he said. 

These concerns are alarming.  I am sure they will come back to haunt the Labor Government, particularly when 
it fails to deliver on its election promises - which I read with interest in its pre-election literature - especially 
given the concerns expressed by the president of the Tourism Council Australia (WA Branch) about the 
anticipated $1.9 million budget cut for the Tourism Commission.  Perhaps the Minister for Tourism can explain 
why he intends to cut the budget.  However, he said during question time today that members must wait for all to 
be revealed.  I remind the minister of the pre-election promises that clearly articulate that an additional 
$2 million will be provided to market regional and rural Western Australia, and a further $2 million will be 
provided for country tourist bureaus over the next four years.   

Another tourism matter that I raised briefly during the Address-in-Reply was the Labor Government’s lack of 
commitment to the convention and exhibition centre.  I noticed with interest that Robin Rudaizky, chairman of 
the Western Australian branch of the Meetings Industry Association of Australia, wrote in the “Chairman’s 
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Chat” section of the association’s June 2001 newsletter an article titled “Stadium or no stadium, Perth still needs 
a Convention and Exhibition Centre”.  He wrote - 

We’ve reached the final hurdle, the last metres of the race, we’re nearly there.  . . . Perth still does not 
have a dedicated Exhibition and Convention Centre.  Embarrassingly, we’re the only capital city in 
Australia without one. 

Remember the stadium project need not affect whether or not a PCEC is built.  Arguably, WA is the 
richest state in Australia and the state with the most untapped tourism potential, yet Western Australian 
politicians seem to display little or no understanding as to the flow-on benefits that a Convention and 
Exhibition Centre will provide for the WA economy. 

Do our politicians realise that the governments investment of $100m will probably pay for itself in the 
PCEC’s first year of operation?  It seems our politicians have forgotten that the role of Government is 
to invest in projects for the benefit of the common good.  Governments should be proactive especially 
in areas where the average citizen does not have a total understanding of the long term benefits of a 
project such as this. 

I thought it pertinent to remind members on the other side about the importance to the State of the convention 
and exhibition centre.  The Meetings Industry Association of Australia WA branch newsletter, “Network News”, 
provides its members with further information, particularly as a result of information released by the Perth 
Convention Bureau in February.  

It points out the increase in international convention delegates’ spending during the year 2000.  International 
delegates spend on average $3 955 during their stay.  The newsletter goes on to say that national delegates are 
not only spending more money, but they are also staying longer, and spending an average of $2 561 during their 
visit.  According to a survey conducted of these delegates, more national and international delegates are taking 
part in pre-conference and post-conference tours, which augurs well for our tourism industry, and is indicative of 
the very positive economic benefits a convention and exhibition centre will bring to Western Australia.   

As a former event organiser in this State, I experienced first hand the difficulty event organisers have with the 
facilities in Perth.  As a past executive officer of the Boating Industry Association of Western Australia, I ran the 
Perth Boat, Dive and Fishing Show, which is quite possibly the biggest single event, in terms of floor space, held 
in Perth.  I understand and appreciate the growing need to address problems event organisers have with current 
facilities.  The last boat show I ran in 1996 was held at the Fremantle Passenger Terminal, which at that time was 
considered to be the best possible option, but it was still fraught with difficulty.  The boat show had previously 
been held at the Royal Agricultural Society Showgrounds and the Burswood Dome.  Neither of these options 
was considered suitable given the problems associated with their design and location.  I can certainly attest to the 
problems of running a boat show at the showgrounds.  I did not run the boat show at the Burswood Dome, but I 
had the opportunity to be briefed by industry members and past exhibitors, who explained the difficulties they 
faced moving boats and display material in and out with the doors and the airlock system there.  Clearly event 
organisers want to hold events under one roof.  Perhaps one day the Government will finally admit the 
importance of the convention and exhibition centre, especially as the tourism industry employs in the vicinity of 
100 000 people, and is the biggest employer of young people.  The Labor Government should finally concede 
that building the convention and exhibition centre is an absolute imperative for the State and should be 
supported, especially if the Government is genuinely interested in economic benefits and job creation.  

The other matter I will raise is the proposed Rockingham rail link.  Before I enlarge on the need for this 
Government to support the rail link, I will give some background detail on the matter.  The metropolitan area has 
five urban corridors - Midland, Rockingham, Joondalup, Fremantle and Armadale.  Governments have a 
responsibility to ensure that they meet the needs of these communities.  To ensure the success of these urban 
corridors, Governments must provide major public transport routes as well as green belts, employment nodes and 
infrastructure to attract private investment.  I understand that there was no plan for rail in Rockingham, a major 
regional centre, until the mid 1980s, when Hon Richard Lewis decreed that there should be rail.  In August 1997, 
the Court coalition Government endorsed a definite plan for the extension of the railway to Rockingham.  As a 
result of the previous cabinet endorsement, developers and investors in the area, on the basis of that decision, 
made many investments within the city centre.  Business investors and developers expect that their employees 
and patrons should have direct access to the city centre, and the rail link will provide that access.   

I read with interest the final report of the Rockingham Rail Options Task Force, chaired by Hon Barbara Scott.  
The task force distributed a discussion brochure to all households in the Rockingham area, and the number of 
submissions returned was quite exceptional and indicative of the importance of rail to the region, and the support 
for it.  During the public comment period almost 9 000 written submissions were received, of which 97 per cent 
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supported the two city centre routes.  Of those surveyed by telephone, 83 per cent supported the two city centre 
routes.   

A number of issues need to be given due consideration if the rail link is not provided for and the alternative Park 
'n' Ride facility at Ennis Avenue is the preferred option.  This would be of considerable concern to commuters, 
and could well be detrimental to the patronage of the service.  In the task force report, females expressed a 
greater likelihood of using the rail link, as compared to males.  They were concerned about safety issues, which 
are genuine concerns.  I understand some concerns have been expressed about travel times between Perth and 
Mandurah.  The travel time to Mandurah is anticipated to be in the region of 55 minutes, and the Rockingham 
rail link would add five minutes to the journey.  This would be only a short inconvenience for commuters.  I do 
not believe overlooking the city of Rockingham for the sake of an extra five minutes is a valid option, especially 
when considering the benefits for the region.  That has been clearly articulated by the task force report, which I 
encourage members to read.  The rail link will provide access to the city centre, stimulate business growth, and 
provide employment and tourism opportunities.  It will also provide access for students and the disabled.  It is 
also important to note the location of the university campus and the TAFE college in the city centre, as students 
will be regular patrons of the rail link.   

The key findings of the “Review of the Urban Development Impacts of Alternative Route Alignments in the 
Rockingham Area of the South West Metropolitan Railway” also illustrate the overwhelming support for the rail 
link.  I will briefly quote a few of those key findings.  It is important that they are on the record - 

The construction of a rail route into Rockingham City Centre will generate higher levels of office, retail 
and showroom development within the City Centre, than would a rail route constructed to the eastern 
side, thereby generating more jobs and more income in the local and regional economies.  The 
alignment through the City Centre will also induce development to occur earlier than would a route to 
the eastern side of the City Centre.  Consequently, economic benefits will be both larger and realised 
sooner with a City Centre alignment.  

The construction of a rail route into Rockingham City Centre will induce 7,400 sqm more of office 
floorspace, 20,000 sqm more retail floorspace and 9,800 sqm more showroom development . . .  

During the construction phase of the South West Metropolitan Railway, a route into the City Centre will 
generate 2,100 direct, indirect and induced temporary jobs compared with only 1,400 temporary jobs if 
the route were constructed outside the City Centre . . .  

A route into the City Centre will generate $306 million in additional income throughout the economy, 
some $123 million more than a route to the east . . .  

The employment opportunities generated by the City Centre alignment will facilitate a higher level of 
regional self-sufficiency than a route to the east.  

The Labor Government must honour the previous Government’s commitment to the rail link.  It is imperative 
that the Rockingham community be given certainty by this Government and the rail link be given the go-ahead.  

I raise another matter close to home - the need for further financial support for chaplains in our schools.  Last 
week I mentioned in this place, in a private member’s statement, that, along with my parliamentary colleagues 
Hon Ray Halligan, the member for Girrawheen and the Minister for Labour Relations, I sponsored and supported 
the inaugural parliamentary breakfast supporting chaplains at Balcatta and Carine senior high schools.  The 
response from the invited business community was very positive and I hope we will continue to hold the 
breakfasts on an annual basis and in a bipartisan way.  I take the opportunity to thank those members for their 
support.  I note that the member for Girrawheen is in the House.  I hope that in future budget considerations the 
Government will increase the funding to school chaplains.  It is incumbent upon church organisations, business, 
the community and the Government to support the fine work of chaplains in our schools. 

I take this opportunity to mention my disappointment with the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  She is 
not in the House at present.  Her decision to trial a closure at the intersection of Everingham Street north and 
Reid Highway is very disappointing.  As I mentioned in my grievance last week, I believe the lack of 
consultation with the community, the City of Stirling and me was lamentable and deplorable.  For the minister 
not to have taken the time to discuss the matter with the City of Stirling, which is responsible for Everingham 
Street - a local road - and which has contributed financially to the road project, is beyond belief.  The minister 
should be prepared for the criticism that will be forthcoming given her total disregard of the community.  The 
people most affected are those who live in the western cell of Carine.  I highlight that if the minister seriously 
considers that the trial closure will be received positively, I think she will be sadly mistaken.   
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There are a number of considerations that I believe the minister has not thought through.  One is the added 
pressure on Osmaston Road.  I am sorry if I bore some members of the House, but this issue is very important to 
my community.  The local primary school is on Osmaston Road and, as I tried to point out to the minister last 
week, if people in the community are seriously concerned about children’s safety, why are they now not troubled 
that there will be additional traffic on Osmaston Road?  The traffic pressure on Almadine Street, which connects 
to Marmion Avenue, is currently very heavy.  For some time residents have lobbied me to have a slip lane from 
Almadine Street directly into Marmion Avenue.  I endeavoured to lobby the former minister and I have brought 
up this issue with the current minister.  To date I have had no success.  To trial the closure without considering 
that matter is a very ill thought out move.  The trial closure will create more pressure on the local road network 
and I firmly believe the trial closure will cause other problems that have been given little or no consideration.  
Similarly, further pressure will be placed on the intersection of Osmaston Road and Okely Road.  The congestion 
during peak times will be exacerbated by this ill considered decision, not to mention the pressure that will be 
placed on the North Beach Road and Reid Highway connection.   

I believe that a left in, right out movement at Everingham Street will force traffic back onto North Beach Road, 
which, before the Reid Highway extension, had 19 000 vehicles a day.  I can foresee many problems.  I will hold 
the minister to her promise to survey the community and I trust it will be a proper survey.  I was hoping that the 
minister would be in the House today.  Three thousand residents live in the western Carine cell that is bounded 
by Beach Road, Marmion Avenue, North Beach Road and Okely Road.  If one considers that those 3 000 
residents all have two vehicles, that makes 6 000 vehicles.  I know my electorate very well and I can say that 
most households have three vehicles because many residents have teenage children.  That makes a total of 9 000 
vehicles.  Four movements a day equates to 36 000 movements a day.  The minister should consider that there is 
no exit from the western cell to the south.  It is an ill thought out decision.  I will hold the minister to her promise 
to survey all the residents and to wait for the answer before a decision is made about whether the closure will 
continue.  I hope it is not another broken promise.   

The minister accused me today of being mischievous in my comments about there being secrecy.  I believe there 
was a great deal of secrecy about this.  It was only when I raised the matter in this House that the City of Stirling 
was advised.  The City of Stirling has a lot to contribute to discussions as it conducted its own trial closure nine 
months ago, prior to the construction of the road.  The City of Stirling is involved financially and it must be 
remembered that Everingham Street is a local road. 
MR BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [4.26 pm]:  I return to the nature of this Bill.  It is a 
Supply Bill and it seeks to appropriate $5.5 billion out of the consolidated fund to service government 
expenditure until the end of this calendar year.  Supply Bills have been a feature of this Parliament and most 
Westminster Parliaments for a long time.  The Government has guaranteed supply until 20 July under a 
provision that allows it to spend according to the budget.  Money spent under the Supply Bill has to be 
appropriated through the budget process.  It gives the Government authority to continue spending according to 
the items in this year’s budget.  I hope that the Government will introduce its budget in due course - sooner 
rather than later - and then the supply provisions will effectively lapse.  This Supply Bill should not be seen as a 
carte blanche opportunity for the Government to go out and spend on all sorts of appropriations.  The Opposition 
will watch the situation closely. 

This Government has said quite a lot about so-called black holes and the like.  I doubt whether I have ever seen 
such an immature approach by a Government in Western Australia.  Every party that wins government has a 
responsibility to govern for the benefit of all Western Australians.  Everyone accepts a degree of politicking and 
that an incoming Government will immediately try to set a scene that shows it has inherited a dreadful financial 
situation and try to apportion blame for everything on the previous Government.  I have never seen it to the 
extent that is being done by this Government.   

There is a developing view in the community that it is about time that this Government started governing.  There 
is no doubt that we have a nine to five Government in Western Australia.  Ministers are not putting in the effort 
that is required.  The most important year of a Government is its first.  It is not a time for relaxation; it is not a 
time for drinking wine in the bar or having long coffee breaks and the like or turning up at the office after nine 
o'clock and knocking off at about four.  That is the sort of conduct that is becoming typical of this Government.  
Minister after minister is not getting through his or her workload.  Claims and reports from industry groups about 
delays in the planning process are becoming public continuously.  The Minister for State Development is not 
accessible; people cannot get to see the Treasurer, and so on.  Very senior Australian businesspeople do not get 
to meet the Premier.  Those businesspeople represent investment worth billions of dollars to the State.  That is 
the reality; we have a Government that is not working, that is not doing the hard yards and that is not available to 
people.   
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During the election campaign, as naturally is the case, a lot of debate ensued about promises.  I want to refer to 
some of the comments made during the campaign.  It was claimed by the current Government during the 
campaign that its costings would total about $780 million.   
We made it very clear that the Labor Party’s promises would be well over $1 billion.  It has subsequently been 
established by Treasury that those promises will account for $1.2 billion over a four-year period.  The Treasurer, 
in a most petulant, childish manner, has talked about the “Barnett black hole”.  It is corny stuff that does not 
reflect well on the position of the Treasurer or this Parliament.  The reality is that this Government inherited a 
budget in surplus.  That surplus has increased over the course of the financial year from $42 million to 
$98 million when it was last assessed by Treasury during the election campaign.  At that time it was revealed 
that while expenditure increased over the course of the year, revenue to the Government also increased.  In fact, 
revenue increased at a greater rate than expenditure.  That is why the net operating balance of the budget 
improved.  It is also a matter of public record that the level of state government debt is $4 000 million less than 
what the coalition parties inherited in 1993.  The Labor Party has failed to deliver on a host of election 
commitments.  Some commitments were broken during the election campaign.  Yet, the Government of Western 
Australia runs around talking about the cost of the belltower and criticising public service programs.  It 
continually carps about small, relatively unimportant things.  When will it start to accept its responsibilities and 
start governing this State? 

I provide some examples.  I think they are petty, but we have had to put up with comments about the belltower.  
During the election campaign the Labor Party made a clear commitment to reduce class sizes.  I am sure many 
members remember that commitment.  It was reported in The West Australian that a Labor Government would 
reduce class sizes in years 8, 9 and 10 from 32 to 24.  What happened to that?  Nothing.  It was described as an 
unofficial, uncosted commitment.  When I, as education minister, pointed out that the cost of that promise would 
be $40 million, the Labor Party said that it was not a formal commitment.  It backed off.  It did not mind going to 
schools, parents and communities throughout the State and promising to reduce class sizes, but when we 
challenged it and pointed out that such a reduction would cost $40 million, it dropped the plan.  It dropped it for 
two reasons: first, it could not account for the $40 million and, second, it did not care.  It did not give a damn 
about misleading the people of Western Australia.  The Labor Party announced that it would reduce class sizes, 
but as soon as it was challenged, it said that it did not really mean it.  It knew it could not afford it, and it did not 
care.  In the most cynical manner, it knew the announcement to reduce class sizes had been reported in local and 
major newspapers throughout the State.  It just did not follow through. 

Mr Ripper:  Let’s talk about the gas pipeline to Albany.  I assumed responsibility for one of your portfolios.  I 
have heard a few stories. 

Mr BARNETT:  We can debate that.  We have at least 54 minutes remaining. 

I refer to a couple of other things the Labor Party promised during the election campaign.  Let us not talk about 
the loss of $1 000 a day on the belltower; let us talk about real money.  The Labor Party threw a $40 million 
commitment on class sizes out the window.  It did not give a damn.  It has no sincerity and made no genuine 
attempt to commit to that.  

Mr Ripper:  Can I ask you a question about class sizes? 

Mr BARNETT:  Yes; the minister can ask me a question later. 

During the election campaign, the coalition announced that, having already spent $100 million - $80 million in 
government schools and $20 million in non-government schools - on computers and information technology, it 
would take technology in schools to the next level.  We said we would introduce into this State new technology 
called thin-screen technology and effectively bring online teaching and learning into Western Australia.  That 
was a bold and expensive decision.  It would have taken technology in Western Australian schools to world-
leading status.  We need that because of the geography of this State, which means that 800 government schools 
are spread over an area the size of Europe.  We have remote schools and isolated students in small mining towns 
and on stations.  The idea of online teaching and learning has enormous potential for advancing education in this 
State.  It is a technology that is to some extent still developing.  It was not available even two or three years ago.  
That was the advance we promised to introduce.  We very carefully costed that to be worth $100 million and 
allowed for it in our election commitments.  The Labor Party said it would match that promise and allocate 
$30 million.  It allocated $30 million for something that would cost $100 million in addition to what is already 
spent on technology in schools.  The commitment was not to maintain a program; it was an extra $100 million on 
top of the existing technology in schools program.  The Labor Party said it would match that commitment and 
spend $30 million.  The current minister did not even know what we announced.  He did not understand our 
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announcement was about online teaching and learning.  We made commitments to laptop computers for teachers 
and the like; the $30 million the Labor Party promised would not have provided even the laptops for teachers.   

Members might think I am misleading the Parliament; I am talking about black holes.  A report in The West 
Australian on 5 June stated that the new Minister for Education would initiate a $120 million online upgrade for 
schools.  Finally, five months after the election, he has realised that the next step in technology in schools is 
online teaching and learning; and the Labor Party has come clean and admitted that the cost of the program is not 
$30 million but $120 million.  That is the reality.  We said $100 million; it probably is $120 million.  The cost 
was certainly never in the order of $30 million.  Black hole number one was the $40 million to reduce class 
sizes.  That commitment was not costed and it was abandoned on the eve of the election.  The Labor Party 
committed $30 million for technology in schools and the Minister for Education has finally admitted that it will 
cost $120 million, which is probably realistic.  That is $160 million worth of promises that were not committed 
or funded. 

The timber industry restructure is another issue.  Industry restructure is important.  The Minister for the 
Environment and Heritage has suddenly announced a need for an extra $66 million.  I will be fair and net out the 
$30 million the Government committed to the online technology; however, there have been commitments of 
$90 million for technology in schools and $40 million to reduce class sizes - I do not know whether that applies - 
and now there is another $66 million worth of expenditure.  The Government has committed $196 million worth 
of expenditure in the past three weeks.  Whose black hole is this?   

I do not criticise any of those commitments; however, the Treasurer should have the maturity and responsibility 
to be honest with the numbers.  He should not talk about “Barnett’s hidden tax” or “Barnett’s black hole”.  The 
Government has committed $196 million in expenditure in the past three weeks.  It might be worthwhile 
expenditure; I do not know.  The Government should get real and get on with the job of managing this State.  It 
should stop running around like the very silly Minister for Culture and the Arts, who complains to the media 
about a $1 000 loss on the belltower.  If the Government is losing money on the belltower, it should do what the 
former minister suggested: go out and promote it.  It should manage the belltower and do something exciting.  It 
should be proud of this State.  The Treasurer sniggers.  He is part of the Government of Western Australia.  The 
Government must show some pride and responsibility for this State.  Yet all we hear from ministers is criticism 
of the previous Government.  They play politics and argue why they cannot do anything.  The Government has 
only four years in which to get some runs on the board and achieve things for Western Australia.  The way it is 
going, it will not achieve anything.   

The Minister for Education criticises schools.  His initial statements as minister rubbished schools in Western 
Australia.  He did it as the opposition spokesman and he does it as the education minister.  I do not mind 
criticism about my performance as a minister, but the one thing I never did was criticise schools, children, 
teachers or parents in this State.  On every occasion I supported our schools and recognised the hardship they 
face.  I visited over 600 schools in this State during my time as education minister.  Some of those schools face 
enormous challenges and problems because of the nature of their community.  I appreciate they suffer many 
stresses and strains.  We have a new Minister for Education and one of the first things he did was push out the 
Director General of the Education Department.  

He is one of the finest people in the education system in this State.  The Minister for Education lost the Director 
General of Education; he pushed him.  I do not care what the minister says in this Parliament, I can say in this 
place under freedom of speech that the minister pushed the director general out.  That is the truth.  If any 
member has any doubts about that, they can watch out for the next level of bureaucracy within the Education 
Department that is about to be pushed.  A whole lot of other senior, experienced public servants in the Education 
Department have also been tapped on the shoulder and told to move on.   

That is the reality.  Watch this space for the way this Government is treating the public servants of Western 
Australia.  Members opposite come in here with their high and mighty ideals about looking after public servants.  
The Premier stated during the election campaign that he would save $45 million by getting rid of 60 chief 
executive officers - presumably 60 fat cats.  The public says, “Good on the Premier, because they do not do 
anything.”   That is the typical reaction.  The Premier got some mileage on that.  The $45 million was never 
realistic.  Now, despite the written public statement by the Labor Party - the representatives of the workers of 
Western Australia, it would like to think - that only those 60 public servants will lose their jobs and there will be 
no other job losses, we know that well over 400 redundancies have been offered.  Whole sections of departments 
have been offered redundancies.  I know what will happen, because I oversaw a similar process in Western 
Power.  When people are told that departments are amalgamating and their jobs will no longer exist, and they 
will have nothing to do, and are then asked would they like a redundancy, what will they do?  They will take the 
redundancy.  Yet the Government - this champion of the worker - still cannot tell us how many public servants it 
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will tramp out of the system.  We know that it is at least 400.  How many will go?  How many jobs will be going 
out of the Riverton electorate?  Has the member for Riverton asked the Government how many public servants 
in his electorate will lose their jobs?  Does the member for Riverton know?  The member does not know.  The 
member has not even bothered to get off his tail and ask the ministers responsible how many of his constituents 
will lose their jobs.  My guess is that it will be up to 3 000, but I do not know.  I know that it has been at least 
400 so far.  The Labor Party’s election commitment was for only 60 job losses.  The Government has 
deliberately misled public servants in this State.  Members on this side of the House will not object if the 
Government wants to restructure to reduce the staff sizes in some agencies and cut programs.  That is up to the 
Government and it will not get opposition from us.  However, the one thing that we say is that the Government 
should not mislead its employees.  We treated people who work for the Government well; we treated them fairly 
and honestly.   

People in the state public service are fearful.  They are fearful of speaking out, and they know what is happening.  
We saw one example of a public servant - an information technology specialist in the Ombudsman’s department 
- who did the unthinkable: he raised a question about the cost of a computer program.  It was an issue that 
occurred in our time in government.  If anyone could be sensitive about what he did, it is us.  He raised a 
whistleblower issue.  What happened to him?  He was whipped out of the Ombudsman’s office and put in the 
departure lounge at the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet.  Where is the Government’s accountability, 
integrity and commitment to public servants?  Straight away this public servant is in the departure lounge with 
nowhere to go.  I am sure he will be offered a package.  I am sure the man will take the package and will leave, 
because that is what people do.  At the end of day people have pride and dignity.  They will take a package rather 
than stay and be humiliated by a Government such as this.  

Some of the other examples include the Tom Price road.  We have raised that before.  The dopey Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure, when she is here and when she is awake - 

Points of Order 

Mr KOBELKE:  The Leader of the Opposition is continually making accusations against members on this side.  
He has just referred to a minister and pointed to her seat and called that person a dopey minister.  That is 
unparliamentary and he should be asked to withdraw.  

Mr BARNETT:  Our opponents take great delight in calling me grumpy chops.  I do not take offence at that, so 
why would the minister worry about being called “dopey”?   

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Andrews):  There is no point of order.  

Debate Resumed 

Mr BARNETT:  We wait with expectation for the Tom Price road.  During the time we were in government the 
communities in the Karratha and Tom Price areas were always lobbying for that road to be sealed.  It is a 400-
kilometre stretch of road.  It has a history of traffic accidents caused by people driving fast over long distances, 
late at night, tired and all the rest of it.  Any Government would love to seal the Tom Price road as it has great 
tourism implications.  We had it costed through successive ministers.  The cost of sealing the Tom Price road is 
$238 million.  That is public information.  It is a very large amount of money.  That is because the Tom Price 
road goes throughs areas that are subject to flooding and cyclonic conditions, so it is not just a matter of sealing 
the road; culverts, washaways, bridges and the like must be installed.  It is expensive to provide a sealed road for 
those conditions.  During the election campaign the Labor Party said that it would seal the Tom Price road and 
allocated $100 million to do that.  That will not construct a gravel road through that area.  It is a long road, and 
roads are expensive to build.  Yet only $100 million was allocated for a road that will cost $238 million.  By the 
time the Government gets around to doing that - if it ever does - it will probably cost in excess of that.  The 
Government has made commitments about class sizes, information technology and the construction of the Tom 
Price road, as well as redundancies and transport.  The Government made a commitment to put all the fine 
collection money into road safety.  That is a commendable policy. However, if the Government takes 
$104 million out of the budget and puts it into road safety it must replace it.  The Government has shown no 
accounting for that.   

The Government should not come into this Parliament, or run around to the media, and talk about Barnett’s 
black hole.  We have a record in government.  We handed over a budget in surplus.  We handed over a State in 
which the level of debt had been reduced from $8.6 billion to $4.5 billion.  The State’s debt servicing charges are 
down about one-quarter of a billion dollars a year for that alone.  This Government has a far easier row to hoe 
than we had in 1993.  It has inherited an AAA credit rating.  When we came to power in 1993 the Labor Party 
had squandered the State’s AAA credit rating.  In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Labor Government was 
adding to state debt at a rate of $1 billion a year.  The Government was hopelessly out of control and the State 
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dived.  Now this Labor Government is running around in a panic because credit rating agencies like Standard 
and Poor’s and Moody’s have said that the State’s credit rating is at risk.  Of course it is at risk!  They know that 
the Government has made $1.2 billion worth of promises, and it has said it will not privatise anything, so it 
cannot replace or fund its expenditure; the only way for the Government to fund its promises is to let state debt 
rise.  There is not much scope for state debt to rise.  The only part of the debt that is sustainable is that which is 
served by income generating assets.  State debt that is used for new power stations or water treatment, which 
generates an income, must roll on, and those credit rating agencies will be reasonably accepting of that.  
However, if the Government starts to run up state debt to fund recurrent services of government as it did in the 
early 1990s it will lose our AAA credit rating in a flash, and immediately the State’s debt servicing costs will 
rise.  That is a reality.   

The other aspect about this Government is that it makes all sorts of claims about its priorities.  How many times 
did we hear the new Premier talk about putting his priorities into action?  We know that he cannot fund them.  
However, the Government has announced that it will save $1 billion across the public sector, but it will not touch 
education, health or police, which is over half of the budget.  The Government intends to save $1 billion out of 
the rest of the budget.  The total size of government in Western Australia, including all the trading enterprises, is 
about $10 billion.  If the Government excludes half of the budget - police, education and health - it must save 
$1 billion out of $5 billion.  The Government intends to achieve a 20 per cent cost saving across all of those 
agencies.  These are not highflying agencies; they include the Disability Services Commission, Family and 
Children’s Services, welfare housing and the like.  Yet the Government intends to rip $1 billion out of those 
areas, so it can say that it has honoured its promises.  The reality the Government is finding is that public sector 
wages and salaries make up about 60 to 70 per cent of the budget of any agency.  The only way the Government 
can save $1 billion is by reducing the number of people employed.  The 400-odd redundancies to this point are 
the tip of iceberg.  

All the happy little backbenchers who sit gloating and sneering should get on the ball, because many of their 
constituents who work in the public sector will lose their jobs.  

Point of Order 

Mr McRAE:  For the second or third time the leader has suggested that members are sneering about the future of 
public servants.  He specifically named me and I regard that as impugning my reputation.  I ask him to withdraw. 

Mr JOHNSON:  There is no point of order.  This is nothing like the sort of rubbish we had to put up with when 
we were in government.  If the member for Riverton is that sensitive, he should not come into this place.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Andrews):  There is no point of order.  

Debate Resumed 

Mr BARNETT:  We have a dilemma, but members opposite should not blame the previous Government for it.  
This dilemma is the product of the promises the Labor Party made during the election campaign.  They cannot 
get away from the black and white of the Treasury accounts; they are crystal clear.  The Treasurer can talk about 
black holes and the Barnett tax as long as he wants.  He does not realise that people are not listening because 
they understand that when the AAA credit rating goes, and it will, the Labor cowboys will be back in town.  That 
is the reality.  The public servants will start collecting their bags, tidying their desks and taking their redundancy 
packages.  It will not be 10 or 20; it will be hundreds.  As that happens they will start to understand.   

Members opposite can talk about the belltower and the $1 000 a day that it is losing; they can complain about 
and criticise government schools and the health system ad nauseam.  I want to know when they intend to start 
governing.  When will they start accepting responsibility for governing the people of Western Australia?  It is 
about time they did; this has been going on for long enough.  Members on this side have accepted the flack after 
the election; we will cop it.  When will members opposite stop giggling and sneering at the people of this State 
who are in need?  When will they get on with it?   

The new Labor Government talked about priorities.  Members opposite can have their priorities and we on this 
side will have ours.  Apparently this Government’s major priority is homosexual age of consent reform.  That is 
not a big issue on this side of the House, but we do not mind debating it.  Where is the Bill?  We are ready to go 
and it is right up at the top of the priority list.  I have heard a rumour that the House will not sit next week.  We 
could have debated this reform all next week, but we will not be here.  

The Liberal Party knows the Labor Party’s policy is to decriminalise marijuana, to allow people to grow their 
own cannabis, to establish shooting galleries and to conduct heroin trials - which is really a guise for free heroin.  
Members opposite might call it harm minimisation - that is the trendy term - but the Labor Party’s aim is to 
liberalise drug use and increase the availability of drugs.   
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Mr Watson interjected. 

Mr BARNETT:  The member for Albany is waving his arms around like a butterfly.  Does he support the 
liberalisation of drug use in our community? 

Mr Watson:  You were talking about homosexual age of consent reform and I was commenting on your hand 
movements.   

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Even though the member for Albany is responding to a question from the Leader of 
the Opposition, he should return to his seat if he wishes to interject. 

Mr BARNETT:  They are important issues and I recognise that it is legitimate to conduct a debate about drug 
policies.  Because members of the Labor Party know that their policies about decriminalisation of drug use, 
shooting galleries, heroin trials and allowing people to grow cannabis are unacceptable in the community, they 
have decided to have a drug summit.  That is not the Liberal Party’s policy, but there might be some difference 
of opinion on this side of the House.  Does any Labor member in the Chamber support the decriminalisation of 
marijuana?  Not one of them has responded.  Will any member opposite claim to support the right to grow 
cannabis at private residential addresses in Western Australia? 

Several members interjected. 

Mr BARNETT:  Does any member opposite support the Labor Party’s platform?  We know who is here.  This is 
one of the Government’s policy priorities.  Which members opposite support changing the age of consent for 
homosexuals to 16?  Will any member stand up and be counted on this Labor Party policy priority?  We have 11 
members of the Labor Party in the Chamber, but not one of them supports the party’s drug policy or age of 
consent policy.   

What have they talked about today?  They have gone on about the belltower.  Which side has its priorities right 
and which has them wrong?  The belltower is a priority.  They will not talk about changing the homosexual age 
of consent despite the fact that the Premier said it was a major priority after the election.  

The community view - it is a developing view but it is gaining momentum - is that we have a lazy Government.  
Members opposite have simply set up inquiries, reviews and committees.  They are inaccessible to the public and 
to people with important issues and projects to discuss.  Ministers regularly cancel appointments and prominent 
Australians with important matters to discuss are told they cannot have access.  That story is repeated about 
minister after minister.  Members opposite are not doing the hard yards.  They are worrying about a belltower 
when people in the disability services sector are suffering severe funding cuts.  They should not be worrying 
about the belltower and cheap publicity; they should be getting out into the community.  The Minister for the 
Environment and Heritage is swanning around with 19 staff, although she does not have a large workload.  How 
many staff does the Treasurer have?   

Mr Ripper:  Enough to do the job.  
Mr Kobelke:  This is your practice speech for the next eight years in opposition.  
Mr BARNETT:  It will not be that long. 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order!  This is degenerating.  We have an exchange of words rather than a debate.  
Mr BARNETT:  The other characteristic of this Government’s short time in office is broken promises, and a 
couple of them have attracted a great deal of attention.  We have had the delay, deferral or abandonment of the 
royal commission into the Police Service.  If it occurs, it will be a waste of money, but the Government is 
equivocal about it.  The Government clearly indicated, both in speeches and in writing, that it would fund the 
legal action taken by the elderly retirees affected by the finance brokers scandal.  Clearly, it is not doing that.  It 
was not the Liberal Party’s policy, but members opposite made that commitment.   
Mr Watson interjected.   
Mr BARNETT:  The member for Albany shakes his head.  He should read his party’s policy.  I read it out in the 
Parliament a couple of weeks ago.  Members opposite promised to fund the action and they have reneged.  One 
after another, they are reneging on promises.  
Mr Kobelke:  Not at all.  You cannot speak the truth; that is your problem.  
Mr BARNETT:  You have reneged. 
Mr Kobelke:  You fail continually to speak the truth.  That is why you will stay in opposition.  
Mr BARNETT:  We always speak the truth.  
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Mr Kobelke:  Tell us about Bobby.  
Mr BARNETT:  I know exactly what I said about Bob Bloffwitch.  In view of the time, I seek leave to continue 
my remarks at a later stage.   

Mr Kobelke:  Leave is not granted.  We will finish this today.  I told your leader of business on Monday that we 
will finish this debate this week. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Andrews):  Order!  The Leader of the Opposition can either finish his speech now 
or carry on.   
Mr BARNETT:  I think we should vote on that.   
Mr Kobelke:  You have sought leave, and leave is not granted. 
Mr BARNETT:  Are we sitting next week?   

Mr Kobelke:  No, as I told your manager of business at nine o’clock this morning. 

Mr BARNETT:  That is interesting.  Yes, I was aware that the minister was planning that earlier in the day, but a 
number of members in this Chamber, including a number of members on the minister’s side, had no idea.   
Mr Kobelke:  Do you want an apology? 

Mr BARNETT:  No, I do not want an apology. 
Mr Kobelke:  I told your leader of business before I told my people, so I apologise to my members. 
Mr BARNETT:  So the Leader of the House should.  It is interesting.  Here is a Government that is ready to 
govern and is ready with its priorities - age of consent, drug law reform, or whatever - yet suddenly it has no 
legislation.  It is abandoning a week of Parliament.  What a shambles!  What a disgrace!  Here is a Government 
that keeps saying it has its priorities.  How many times have we had to put up with the now Premier thundering, 
“We have got our priorities, and when we get into government we will do this and we will do that”?  Now we are 
all being told to go away and have a holiday for a week because the Government does not have any legislation to 
deal with!  What a joke!  What absolute mismanagement!   
Mr Ripper:  In which month did the Court Government come back to Parliament after the 1993 election?   
Mr BARNETT:  We came back when we were ready to legislate, and when we came back we kept legislating.   
Mr Ripper:  June. 

Mr BARNETT:  Yes, and we were ready then. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order!  The Leader of the Opposition must either end his speech or continue. 

Mr BARNETT:  I am continuing.  That is what I am doing.   

Mr Ripper:  June 1993 is when you came back. 

Mr BARNETT:  Yes.  We came back later, because we had our legislative program and our true priorities 
organised, and we started to legislate.  This Government came back to the Parliament with a lot of bravado about 
its priorities about gay and lesbian reform and whatever else - no legislation, no electoral change -  

Ms Quirk:  You protest too much! 

Mr BARNETT:  I think the member is suggesting I am gay!  I can tell members one thing: no-one is gay on this 
side of the House, unless there is something I do not know.  We are all straight up and down on this side of the 
House.  Is any member gay?  

Mr Omodei:  Definitely not. 

Mr BARNETT:  We are all fine.  I do not have a difficulty with gay members of the community, but just for 
simplicity, we all know where we stand on this side of the House, and we will not have any problem debating the 
Bill.  We have not seen it yet, so where is the priority?  This Government is a shambles.  It is an absolute joke.  It 
is about time the Government stopped going back to the past.  It is about time ministers got to work before 9.00 
am and did a bit of work.  It is about time ministers maintained appointments with prominent and deserving 
members of the community -  

Mr Ripper:  What about less prominent?  What about battlers?  

Mr BARNETT:  I just said that.  It is about time the minister listened.  It is about time the Government thought 
about honouring some of its commitments.  
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We support the Supply Bill, but I again state that it is not carte blanche; it is restricted to the line items in the 
budget.  I hope the Treasurer will bring in the budget quickly.  It should not be delayed.  I look forward to the 
final set of accounts for Western Australia, because they will show the finances as they really are.  By that time, 
the Labor Party will have been in government for over six months.  The Labor Party is the Government - 
miserable prospect that that may be - and it needs to start governing.  The Government needs to raise the 
standard and start to behave like a Government at a ministerial level and also at a parliamentary level.  It is the 
responsibility of the Government of the day to conduct the Parliament properly.  The Government has a chance 
to correct that situation, and the Leader of the House had better think about that, because the conduct of the 
House has been extremely poor, not only because we are not sitting next week, but also the demeanour and 
conduct of members has not been of the standard it should be.   

MR RIPPER (Belmont - Treasurer) [5.07 pm]:  I do not want to delay the House to any great extent, but I do 
need to correct some of the extraordinary comments made by the Leader of the Opposition.  The Leader of the 
Opposition spoke about what he regarded as the immature approach of the Government in pointing out to the 
public the financial legacy that it has inherited.  The Leader of the Opposition keeps saying that we have 
inherited a budget surplus.  Yes, the pre-election statements did show a $98 million surplus for this financial 
year.  However, that $98 million surplus concealed a number of underlying factors.  For example, nearly 
$74 million of that surplus was from a one-off payment of stamp duty as a result of the privatisation of 
AlintaGas.  Can we get a special payment of stamp duty from the sale of AlintaGas every year?  Of course we 
cannot.  Therefore, the underlying surplus is not $98 million but is more like $24 million or $25 million.  We 
need to remember also that revenues this financial year have benefited from not only the one-off payment from 
AlintaGas but also the low Australian dollar and the high international oil price.   

We inherited a set of forecasts that was bad enough.  That set of forecasts was that we would have a deficit in 
two out of the next three financial years.  However, that is only a set of forecasts, and those forecasts record only 
the formal decisions that were made by the previous Government.  The previous Government adopted an ostrich 
strategy with regard to the budget.  The previous cabinet budget committee, of which the Leader of the 
Opposition was a member, clearly thought that if it put its head in the sand and ignored a cost blow out, it would 
go away.  Cost blow outs do not go away.  The Leader of the Opposition’s cabinet budget committee merely 
noted a blow out of $43 million in health expenditure in December last year.  That did not dispense with the 
problem.  That did not mean that the $43 million cost blow out did not exist.  That $43 million did not go into 
the forward estimates, because the former Government did not make a formal decision on it, and that $43 million 
did not go into the pre-election financial statement.  However, it did not go away just because the ostriches put 
their heads in the sand and thought it would disappear.   

The pet project of the former Premier - the Fremantle Maritime Museum - is $1.5 million over budget.  Was that 
in the forward estimates?  No.  What about the promise of the Leader of the Opposition to reduce class sizes 
from 2003?  Was that in the forward estimates?  That is an interesting example, because the Leader of the 
Opposition told Parliament that money for that program was in the forward estimates, but it was not.  The former 
Minister for Energy told the people of Albany that a gas pipeline would be constructed there; however, that 
pipeline is not commercial without $60 million of government support.  No money was provided for that in the 
forward estimates.  

Mr Barnett:  Can I tell you about gas pipelines? 

Mr RIPPER:  I am telling the Leader of the Opposition about gas pipelines.  I have been advised that the former 
Minister for Energy promised the people of Albany a gas pipeline and that it would need $60 million of 
government support, but it is not provided for in the forward estimates.  The former Minister for Energy also said 
that the supply of water to the goldfields was an urgent priority of the coalition Government.  Its policy 
statement indicated that financial support would be needed, but not a single cent was provided for that project in 
the forward estimates.  What about police information technology?   

Mr Omodei:  It was a seven-year project.  

Mr RIPPER:  That seven-year project also was not funded across the forward estimates.  Two projects for the 
Police Department - that is, the Delta Communications and Information Technology project and the CADCOM 
project put a $138 million hole in the forward estimates because the former Government committed to an 
information technology project but did not make the complementary decision to commit the funding.  It 
committed to the project but not the funding!  Some $138 million that should have been provided for in the 
forward estimates has not been provided for.   

The financial legacy we inherited was bad enough on its own; that is, two deficits forecast for the next two years 
after a run of four deficits.  We inherited a net debt forecast which, on Treasury advice, puts this State’s AAA 
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credit rating at risk.  We have now discovered that the situation is worse than we thought because of the coalition 
Government’s initiatives, which it decided to implement but did not fund properly, and all of the budget blow 
outs that it knew of but did not formally recognise.  Those matters were not in the forward estimates.  

Mr Omodei:  Let’s swap sides.  

Mr RIPPER:  The member for Warren-Blackwood wants to swap sides.  The public cannot afford the type of 
financial mismanagement that the coalition achieved in its second term of office.  The coalition likes to talk 
about its record of financial management; however, the Government threw away its reputation and its credentials 
over the past four years.  The Government lost the plot.  A significant number of ministers in the previous 
Government were disloyal to their Premier and Treasurer.  Financial mavericks in the previous Government 
made decisions without taking account of the budget bottom line and without reference to the requirement of 
their Treasurer and Premier for reasonable financial management.  Senior ministers in the previous Government 
were financial mavericks.  They made decisions without reference to the cabinet budget committee process.  
They waltzed decisions into Cabinet regardless of the effect it would have on the budget’s bottom line.  The 
ministers told Cabinet that they had committed money to the State School Teachers Union for this or that; they 
had committed money to the Albany community for that; and that the Government must pay.  If senior ministers 
in the previous Government had been more loyal to the former Premier and Treasurer, and were more cognisant 
of the need for rigorous financial management, the incoming Government would not have inherited the financial 
mess that it has.   

That is enough on those issues.  I will comment on a couple of other matters.  Frankly - I am not sure whether I 
should use this word in a parliamentary sense - the Leader of the Opposition perpetrates an untruth when he says 
that the Government’s ministers work nine to five and are not really working; that is bizarre.  When he says that 
people cannot meet with ministers, I can draw only one or two conclusions: either he is making it up, or we 
might be meeting with different groups of people.  Perhaps we are meeting with a few battlers and people who 
support the Government.  Perhaps we are not meeting with the people who had immediate access to the previous 
Government.  In my area, I have met with native title claimants.  I have been up to Warburton and sat down on 
the grass and discussed native title claims.  I have met with the Goldfields Land Council, the Kimberley Land 
Council and the Western Australian Aboriginal Native Title Working Group.  I wonder how many times those 
people got to meet with the previous Government.   

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order!  Members, could we please have one member speak at a time; it is getting late 
in the day and it is hard to hear. 

Mr RIPPER:  I can take a hint; it is getting late in the day and I have two more meetings to attend.  It is 
important that I not create any impression in the Opposition that I do not work after five o’clock.  If they want 
further evidence that I work after five o’clock I will keep going and we can continue for another 34 minutes if 
they like.  I have plenty of other examples of the Barnett budget blow out, so I could continue for another 34 
minutes, but I will not.   

Ministers in this Government work extremely hard to deliver on our contract with the people.  We work hard to 
deliver our election commitments, which we take extremely seriously.  On the other side is a classic example of 
what is known as relevance deprivation syndrome.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time, proceeded through remaining stages without debate, and transmitted to the Council. 
 


